Ramm was one of the elite players of the illustrious orchestra at Mannheim. Mozart met him there in 1777, and was immediately impressed.'7 Ramm, for his part, enthusiastically adopted Mozart's recently composed Oboe Concerto in C, K271k, originally written for Ferlendis.'8 In the ensuing four years Mozart wrote several solos for Ramm,'9 of which the best known is Kv370/ 368b, the 'Oboe Quartet' (the fashionable new solo form which, by the 1770s had virtually replaced the sonata with continuo).2' The singularity of this sparkling, ethereal quartet (written in 1781, when Mozart was just 25) lies in its exceptional use of high notes; he wrote nothing else that resembled it in this respect, before or after. The oboist W. T. Parke, in his Musical Memoirs (1830) writes of one of his performances in the 1790s, 'in which I introduced some of my newly discovered high notes, (up to G in alto,) particularly a shake on the upper D, which was greatly applauded' (i, p.215). As we shall see below, all these examples appear to be for oboes with only two keys.
Mozart had met and heard Johann Christian Fischer (perhaps the most celebrated oboist of his day) as a boy of nine years, in the Hague. Some years later he wrote some popular keyboard variations27 to the Rondo of Fischer's best-known oboe concerto. But it seems that Fischer's later visit to Vienna in 1787 did not inspire any oboe solos from Mozart. The two men met at that time (together with Ramm), and Mozart even went to hear Fischer play some of his concertos, but this time he was not impressed, as he wrote at length to his father. 28 In Vienna in the 1780s Mozart developed a special affinity for the clarinet, starting with the 'Kegelstatt' Trio, K498 (1786), written for Anton Stadler.29 By the end of Mozart's life (in contrast to the situation in Bach's day) the clarinet was on at least an equal footing with the oboe. Its rapid rise, in the amazingly short space of a generation, is testimony to the experimental spirit of the age. It is also the single most important development in the history of Classical woodwinds.
The clarinet was originally a doubling instrument for oboists, and in the late 18th and early 19th centuries it gradually supplanted many of the oboe's traditional functions.30 The Attwood notes contain Mozart's comment that: 'The clarinett is very useful instead of the oboes', implying its role as an alternative possibility. The clarinet functioned well in flat keys and sometimes replaced the oboe for this reason century, and then only when they were absolutely necessary. The Classical oboe, for instance, usually had only two keys, while the Baroque oboe had three. (The duplicate e' on the Baroque oboe for either right-or left-hand playing were eliminated on the Classical oboe, thus indicating that the hand position that is common nowadays, left over right, had become standard.) The primary purpose of additional keys was not to advance pure technique, but to adapt instruments to the new demands of early 19th-century music. On the oboe, additional keys accomplished two things: they increased range (mostly upward, by the use of speaker or octave keys),3" and they obscured (though they have never entirely eliminated) the differences in tone colour between various tonalities. The 18th-century traverso, oboe and bassoon normally had only one chromatic key; any other keys served merely as extensions to the reach of the fingers. Chromatic notes that were not part of the natural seven-hole scale were obtained by so-called 'forked-fingerings' (also called 'cross-fingerings') and 'half-holing'. These fingerings, being more complicated, were more difficult to play and produced a covered or veiled timbre. The result was the characteristically uneven scales of 18th-century woodwinds, which give the effect of singing a scale using different vowels for each note. The placement of these forked and halffingerings along the scale gave each tonality its own particular sound, technique and intonation. By eliminating these cross-fingerings, the new keys deprived notes like F, G? and Bb of their distinctive character. As the music of the 19th century gradually moved into extreme tonalities, of course, homogeneity of sound became desirable. The new keys thus acted secondarily to make extreme tonalities more accessible technically.
Obviously, when keys were eventually added, they were meant to ease the player's task. But it is unlikely that they would have contributed to virtuosity. On the contrary-in some cases, the less hardware, the more freedom there is to use alternative fingerings (which offer technical solutions and greater control of tone, intonation and dynamics). Keys can also act as a brake on technique in simple tonalities like C major.36
There Only one key, the octave,44 would have had any profound effect on the playing technique of the instrument and how its reeds were made (by changing the way overtones were produced). But with two known exceptions, octave keys date from the late 1780s and beyond.45 It is hard to avoid the conclusion that the innovations to the oboe of Mozart's day, while substantial, did not involve the addition of keys, much less key systems-that belonged to the next generation. And even then, they occasioned much controversy. 46 But many modern players of the so-called 'Classical' oboe use instruments with as many as ten keys. This is clearly anachronistic, but in fairness to these players it should be noted that they are asked to play literature spanning a period from Lully to Mendelssohn, during which the oboe evolved far more than it has done since. Whereas oboists of any given period in the past were usually required to play music in only one particular style, so-called 'specialists' on the early oboe today are anything but. They are expected to play French, German The need for flexibility in tuning on an oboe of the period influenced its proportions and design. The size of the tone-holes determines the amount of resistance against which one plays. Of the three oboe types discussed here, the Loree has the biggest tone-holes and therefore offers the least playing resistance. As a result, it requires a relatively stiff, thick reed to balance the lack of resistance (a relationship not unlike that of the shawm, to which it is in that sense a throwback). That stiffness in turn causes the reed to be relatively inflexible in intonation and dynamics. Inflexibility is turned to advantage on the 20th-century oboe by making it exceptionally stable and loud, two qualities of great importance in the modern orchestra. But every gain has a price: dynamics on most modern woodwinds, including the Lor&e oboe, are comparatively 'muscle-bound'; change must be gradual. The usual treatment of dynamics that is familiar to any modern player is to superimpose a crescendodecrescendo over a series of many notes, known as a 'phrase'. (This automatically implies long phrases, in which one note is perceived as the 'climax'.) This practice would have greatly astonished Quantz, whose famous example of dynamics in an Adagio (in his Essai of 1752) show changes on the order of four to the bar.
A reed as hard as that used on the Loree will not function on a Baroque oboe, because of its relatively small tone-holes with their greater resistance. And because the softer reed that does work demands less physical investment, both in breath pressure and embouchure strain, the quick nuances of dynamics and intonation demanded by 18th-century music are much easier on the earlier instrument. But the tone-holes on the Classical oboe are even smaller than on the Baroque oboe. At the same time, the bore is much narrower, not unlike the Loree. The necessary result is a reed that is soft like a Baroque one, but (to match its small bore) narrow like the Loree's. (An idea of these differences may be inferred from the relative widths of reeds: the Lor&e oboe's is about 7 mm, the The sum total of these design factors on the Classical oboe (smaller tone-holes, bore and reed) combine to make the high notes respond more easily than on the Baroque oboe; they are also easier to hold, even at piano and pianissimo. 's cantatas is 14.59, between c"# and d" 
